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Every n x n matrix A = (aik) with elements in a field F is similar to its transpose A':
A
' = S-^AS
where S can be chosen symmetric and with elements in F. This is equivalent to the fact that every A can be expressed in the form
when Si, S2 are symmetric, with elements in F where Si is nonsingular.
Here a new concept is introduced. It is a form of degree n associated with the matrix. 2 For relation (1) implies
This leads to a set of linear equations for the elements of the symmetric matrix S. If A has all its roots different (though the general case leads to relevant results too) then the number of F-independent symmetric solutions S of (3) is n. The elements of S are then linear forms in n parameters and det S is a form of degree n in n variables. It is this form which plays an important role. If A is replaced by a matrix similar to A then S undergoes a congruence transformation and the form is multiplied by a square factor in F.
For n -2 relation (3) leads to a single equation in 3 variables. This equation is given by
. 3 Apart from a multiple this form is given by
where ai, a 2 , a3 and j8i, j8 2 , J83 are a pair of independent solutions of (4). It can be shown that the discriminant of (5) and the discriminant of the form 1. If gcd(a 2 i,(a 22 -an), an) = g then the discriminant of (5) and of (6) coincide apart from the factor g 2 . Here the solutions ai, a 2 , 0C3; j8i, jS 2 , /?3 are assumed to be integral basis vectors for the lattice of all integral solutions of (4). 4. For an arbitrary 2x2 integral A the following fact holds: relation (7) can be satisfied if and only if the form (5) can be transformed by a unimodular similarity to a form whose middle coefficient is trace A.
5. Every integral 2 x 2 matrix can be factored as in (7) when a suitable integral scalar matrix is added to it.
In the case of general n and the characteristic polynomial f(x) of A irreducible the problem can be studied via a result obtained previously (see [4] ) by several authors.
If A and S in (1) are integral then S = (trace Aum) where k e Q(<x), a a zero of/(x) and ai, . . . , a" form a basis for the ideal U constructed as in (8). From this follows that for S to be integral it is necessary and sufficient that (9) ke{U 2 )' = (U':II), when ' denotes the complementary ideal. For Si and Si to be integral in (7) it is necessary and sufficient that also (10) od" 1 e (11:11')-
The form in n variables of degree n mentioned at the start is connected with the norm form of an ideal (for this see Theorems 3, 4 in [3]). Some information concerning the order to which this ideal belongs can be seen from the greatest divisors of certain sets of elements in the matrix A.
One of the factors St in (7) can be chosen unimodular if and only if the ideal class corresponding to A in Z[a] coincides with the ideal class corresponding to A'. If Z[oc] is the maximal order this is only possible if this ideal class is of order 1 or 2, (see [1] , [2] ).
